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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) is a hybrid finite element formulation that can
alleviate many of the drawbacks from the traditional Lagrangian-based and Eulerian-based finite
element simulations. Lagrangian-based finite element formulations is that the computational
system moves with the material and main drawback is that it will face severe problems to deal with
strong distortions in the computational domain. Eulerian-based finite element formulations is that
the computational system is a prior fixed in space and the main disadvantages are: 1) material
interfaces lose their sharp definitions as the fluid moves through the mesh and undergo large
distortions, which often leads to the inaccuracies in basic Eulerian calculations, 2) local regions of
fine resolution are difficult to achieve.
The use of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) computer codes has been an enabling
technology for many important applications. These computer codes are developed through
combining modern algorithms for Lagrangian hydrodynamics, meshing technology and remap
methods developed for high-resolution Eulerian methods.
When using the ALE technique in engineering simulations, the computational mesh inside
the domains can move arbitrarily to optimize the shapes of elements, while the mesh on the
boundaries and interfaces of the domains can move along with materials to precisely track the
boundaries and interfaces of a multi-material system.
ALE-based finite element formulations can reduce to either Lagrangian-based finite
element formulations by equating mesh motion to material motion or Eulerian-based finite element
formulations by fixing mesh in space. Therefore, one finite element code can be used to perform
comprehensive engineering simulations, including heat transfer, fluid flow, fluid-structure
interactions and metal-manufacturing.
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In automotive CAE durability analysis, simulation of dynamic stress and fatigue life of fuel
tank straps is a complex problem. Typically a fuel tank is held with fuel tank straps. Its movement
lies in the domain of nonlinear large rotation dynamics. Moreover, the sloshing behavior in the
fuel tank makes the problem even more intricate.
Nowadays, CAE methods for fuel tank strap simulation under proving ground condition
are limited to 1. Concentrated Mass Method-a mass element located in center of gravity of fuel
with equivalent fuel mass and connected to the fuel tank through weighted motion constraints, 2.
Common Mass Method-adjusting tank density to account for the mass of tank and fuel together,
3. Fluid Volume Properties Definition Method-applying MFUILD card in NASTRAN to define a
fuel material property to generate a virtual mass for the element envelope that contains the volume
of the incompressible fuel. However, above methods still can’t predict cracks initiation and
sequence precisely as the testing, because those methods ignored the critical fuel sloshing effects
which causes the fuel mass redistribution along with the vehicle driving.
Therefore, motivation is originated to investigate how important and how much the fuel
sloshing during vehicle driving will impact the fuel tank and fuel tank strap stress and fatigue life.
Through comparing different available CAE methods mentioned above, the objective of this
research is to measure how accurate Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method to simulate fuel
sloshing will be for the fuel tank and fuel tank strap movement under proving ground conditions.
Altair RADIOSS, a multidisciplinary finite element solver developed by Altair Engineering, is
used for this highly non-linear transient dynamics system.
In the end of this research, the stress distribution of the fuel tank strap can be well predicted
with Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Method (ALE) to simulate fuel and fuel vapor. The world
reputational finite element based fatigue code, nCode DesignLife, is used to predict the fatigue life
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of the fuel tank straps from stress and strain time history result. Overall, the analyses have
accurately predicted the crack initiation sequence and locations in the fuel tank straps, and show
good correlation with test. The utilization of this method will give design right direction to
minimize the iteration of lab testing and expedite the design period.
The contents of this Ph.D. thesis are organized into the following chapters:
•

Chapter 1: Introduction
This Chapter introduces the research motivation, objective, and the successful
application of Arbitrary Lagrange-Euler Method (ALE) in fuel sloshing simulation to
predict the cracks initiation location and sequence and fatigue life of the fuel tank straps
under proving ground condition.

•

Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter gives a general literature review about the development history and
current application areas of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Method (ALE), such as
Forming Processes, Two-Phase Flows with Phase Change and Heat Transfer of
Computer Chips, Plasma Physics. Further literature review is the current CAE methods
application in auto industry fuel tank and fuel tank strap simulation and those methods’
weakness are emphasized as well.

•

Chapter 3: Governing Equations of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Method
This chapter introduces all the equations and smoothing and advection algorithm
for Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian equation that most are from publication by
Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC).

•

Chapter 4: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Application Examples
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This chapter gives four simple examples to show how Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian Method (ALE) method can be applied in fuel sloshing simulation, explosive
simulation for plate crack initiation and propagation and military ground vehicle
rollover.
•

Chapter 5: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Method in Fuel Tank Strap Simulation under
Proving Ground Condition
This chapter describes the detail in five areas how ALE method is applied in fuel
tank strap simulation under proving ground condition.
1. Apply ALE method to simulate fuel sloshing and integrate with proving ground
time history load.
2. Set up procedure how to simplify CAE model, coarse the model and replace some
contact surface with common nodes method, to reduce CPU time.
3. Simplify and process the testing load in MATLAB to reduce CPU time and avoid
the numerical issue in explicit dynamic transient code.
4. Define nonlinear material properties in the model to trace plastic deformation.
5. Interface with fatigue code through programing to post process the intermediate
results files.

•

Chapter 6: Conclusion
This chapter concludes the total four major achievement for the research and
recommends the future work.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
ALE methods were introduced in 1974 by Hirt, Amsden, and Cook [1], but needed the
development and wide-spread use of high-resolution method such as FCT [2], or slope-limiters [3]
to become accurate enough for practical application. This was due to the overly dissipative remap
associated with the use of upwind or donor-cell differencing. The upwind-type of differencing was
necessary to produce physically bounded quantities in the remap essential for challenging
problems.
In addition, ALE methods have benefited from the development of modern Lagrangian
methods in the past 15 years. Two primary thrusts have shaped Lagrangian hydrodynamics during
this period, one is the form of the discrete difference equations, and the second is the form of the
artificial viscosity used to compute shocked solutions. The discrete difference equations have been
improved radically through the use of mimetic principles, symmetry and conservation [4–9]. The
second development has utilized the technology used to develop high-resolution methods to limit
the amount of dissipation in calculations [5][10][11]. These methods combined to improve the
quality of Lagrangian integrators substantially over the classical methods [12–14].
Finally, the meshing methods have improved, albeit to a lesser extent than the integration
method. Thus, meshing methods remain an active area of research with the promise of determining
progress in achieving higher quality with ALE simulations. The latest ALE algorithms are
continually developed by, such as, ALEGRA [15], LS-DYNA, RADIOSS, etc.
With the development of ALE method, ALE method is getting more and more application
in many area that involve fluid structure interaction. Christiaan Stoker performed simulation of
forming process in ALE method and two academic test cases [16]. It is concluded that the remap
of state variables is carried out sufficiently accurately, the meshing step is crucial for the
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effectiveness of the ALE method, and the ALE method in combination with remeshing should be
used. Gustavo Rabello Dos Anjos proposed ALE method to study two-phase flow and heat transfer
for interlayer cooling of the new generation of multi-stacked computer chips [17]. The fluid flow
equations are developed in 3-dimensions based on the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation
(ALE) and the Finite Element Method (FEM), creating a new two-phase method with an improved
model for the liquid-gas interface. A new adaptive mesh update procedure is also proposed for
effective management of the mesh at the two-phase interface to remove, add and repair surface
elements, since the computational mesh nodes move according to the flow. Static and dynamic
tests have been carried out to validate the method to simulate two-phase flows which provides
good accuracy to describe the interfacial forces and bubble dynamics and is being considered for
two-phase interlayer cooling in 3D-IC computer chips. Milan Kuchaˇr´ık developed ALE code in
Plasma Physics [18]. Three sets of laser plasma simulations inspired by the real experiments are
performed – the interaction of a laser beam with a massive target, ablative acceleration of small
Aluminum disc flyer irradiated by a laser beam, and the high velocity impact of such accelerated
disc onto a massive Aluminum target. The standard Lagrangian simulation in high velocity impact
problem fails, and the complete ALE methodology in simulations of all types of problems show
reasonable agreement with the experimental results.
In automotive CAE analysis, simulation of fuel tank potential leakage under impact in
crashworthiness and dynamic stress and fatigue life of fuel tank straps under proving ground
condition in durability are active problems for vehicle design. Typically a fuel tank is held with
fuel tank straps. Its movement lies in the domain of nonlinear large rotation dynamics. Moreover,
the sloshing behavior in the fuel tank makes the problem even more intricate.
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2.1 The Simulation of Sloshing and Ballooning in the Fuel Tank for High Speed Impact
Tang, B., Guha, S., Tyan, T., Doong, J. et al., described the simulation of sloshing and
ballooning in fuel tanks for high speed impacts [20]. During high-speed impact on the other hand,
there is significant bulging of the fuel tank if it is nearly full, while vortices and cavities may form
with partial filling. In these cases, the internal fuel and vapor pressure distribution can change;
thus, affecting the distribution of stress on the tank. The objective is to study these phenomena
using the currently available Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian methodology and thus improve fuel
tank design by a direct application of CAE.
To help understand the responses of the fuel, vapor and tank under high speed impact
condition, three fuel levels, 20%, 50% and 95%, are the three cases induced in the study, but the
conclusion is obvious. The 95% filled level produces much larger tank deformation, higher stress
level, higher pressure and wider pressure distribution than the other two lower fuel level tanks do.
Both 20% and 50% levels are not much different from each other in all aspects. Their difference
from an undeformed tank is not very substantial as well.
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Figure 2-1: Fuel sloshing in 20%, 50%, and 95%-full tank [20]
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Figure 2-2: Surface stress contour of 20%, 50%, and 95%-full tank [20]

2.2 Fuel Tank Strap Fatigue Sensitivity Study under Fuel Level Variation and Payload
Variation
Lin, B., et al, published the research on fuel tank strap fatigue sensitivity study under fuel
level variation and payload variation [21]. Proving ground load data acquisition was made at fuel
tank strap attachment locations to cross members. Load cells were used for I/B (inboard)
connections. Strain gages were used for O/B (outboard) T-slot connections. Load data (Fx, Fy and
Fz) was collected on dozens of different road segments for each of the different fuel level
conditions (1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and full) in fuel tank.
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Figure 2-3 Strap connections to cross member [21]
In this study, strap load was directly acquired and could be used directly. As a result, a
simple quasi-static stress analysis could be used in stress calculations since all nonlinear contact
behavior and fuel sloshing interaction with tank as well as inertia force of fuel were already
included in acquired load data.
In CAE, the front strap of the fuel tank is connected to a cross member through a rigid
element representing bolt at inboard side. Contact is defined between the strap foot (slave surface)
and cross member (master surface) in contact area. The front portion of fuel tank is modeled.
Contact between strap (slave surface) and fuel tank (master surface) is defined. Load is applied to
the outboard end in x, y and z directions. In CAE simulation after three unit-load cases are analyzed
in ABAQUS for stress output, stress time histories are built through superposition technique inside
fatigue software nCode Design-life. Then fatigue life is calculated through nCode Design-life
using rain flow counting technique and strap steel E-N curve.
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Figure 2-4 CAE correlation of front strap fatigue [21]

Figure 2-5 CAE correlation of rear strap fatigue [21]
From CAE fatigue results, it is observed that every quarter tank difference of fuel will
change the rear fuel tank fatigue life by one order of magnitude, because the force on the rear strap
will increase with the weight of fuel tank increasing.
In order to have better understanding of fuel tank strap durability load and performance,
strap load data acquisition was also conducted at different payload condition. In this study only
the full fuel level was studied. One may notice that higher payload is helping fuel tank strap
durability performance, because the higher load will reduce the rebound amplitude of vehicle rear.
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2.3 CAE Fatigue Prediction of Fuel Tank Straps using Proving Ground Loads
Qin, P. and D'Souza, S. published their research in CAE fatigue prediction of fuel tank
straps using proving ground loads [22].
At the proving grounds (PG), acceleration data on the tank and strain data on the straps can
be acquired, then used to back calculate hydraulic load inputs to the MAST based on transfer
functions, applied to the FEA model of the fuel tank system through the body structure, and strain
data for correlation.
To represent the fuel and the fuel-to-tank interaction more accurately than the lumped mass
method, the MFLUID method (also called the virtual fluid mass method) was applied [23]. The
MFLUID method generates a mass matrix of the wetted grids on the tank to represent the fluid and
fluid to-structure interaction. This method assumes that the fluid is incompressible and the free
surface has zero pressure with no sloshing effects. Also, no viscous (rotational flow) effects exist.
CAE Modal transient response method is applied to get modal strain for the straps and
modal coordinate time history, then CAE modal fatigue analysis is followed to get fatigue result
for strap. Correlation is shown in Figure 2-6 and 2-7 respectively.
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Figure 2-6 Lateral acceleration at the tank bottom [22]

Figure 2-7 Sample #2, the rear strap cracked due to a loose strap
and CAE fatigue prediction [22]
2.4 Literature Review Summary
Literature review above shows ALE method is already widely used in some industries,
such as Forming Processes, Two-Phase Flows with Phase Change and Heat Transfer of Computer
Chips, and Plasma Physics, etc.
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While in auto industry, ALE method is being applied in fuel tank leakage safety simulation
with vehicle at high speed impact in the paper by Tang, B. [20]. This ALE method application is
relatively too easy because the load input is too simple, an initial velocity, that won’t cause too
much CPU time to be used.
In the paper by Lin, B., et al., [21], the proving ground load is specifically requested for
fuel tank strap, which is not included in the standard testing procedure for full vehicle testing,
which means the fuel tank strap load is not available for regular vehicle testing, because the part
may have to be cut or modify to locate load cell so that vehicle can’t be used again for testing
design verification, and load cell installation is very complex and will induce problems. Generally
the force time history at any location is generated from vehicle dynamics CAE simulation based
on ADAMS model validation through the collected acceleration road testing load.
2.4.1 Load Cell
A load cell is a transducer that is used to create an electrical signal whose magnitude is
directly proportional to the force being measured [25]. In vehicle testing, it is referred to Strain
Gauge Load Cell.
Through a mechanical construction, the force being sensed deforms a strain gauge. The
strain gauge measures the deformation (strain) as a change in electrical resistance, which is a
measure of the strain and hence the applied forces. A load cell usually consists of four strain gauges
in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Load cells of one strain gauge (quarter bridge) or two strain
gauges (half bridge) are also available.
Strain gauge load cells convert the load acting on them into electrical signals. The gauges
themselves are bonded onto a beam or structural member that deforms when weight is applied. In
most cases, four strain gauges are used to obtain maximum sensitivity and temperature
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compensation. Two of the gauges are usually in tension, and two in compression, and are wired
with compensation adjustments. The strain gauge load cell is fundamentally a spring optimized for
strain measurement. Gauges are mounted in areas that exhibit strain in compression or tension.
The gauges are mounted in a differential bridge to enhance measurement accuracy. When weight
is applied, the strain changes the electrical resistance of the gauges in proportion to the load.
Commons issues could be induced as following,


Mechanical mounting: Friction may induce offset or hysteresis. Wrong mounting may result
in the cell reporting forces along undesired axis.



Overload: If subjected to loads above its maximum rating, the material of the load cell
may plastically deform; this may result in a signal offset, loss of linearity, difficulty with or
impossibility of calibration, or even mechanical damage to the sensing element (e.g.
delamination, rupture).



Wiring issues: the wires to the cell may develop high resistance, e.g. due to corrosion.
Alternatively, parallel current paths can be formed by ingress of moisture. In both cases the
signal develops offset (unless all wires are affected equally) and accuracy is lost.



Electrical damage: the load cells can be damaged by induced or conducted
current. Lightning hitting the construction, or arc welding performed near the cells, can
overstress the fine resistors of the strain gauges and cause their damage or destruction.



Nonlinearity: at the low end of their scale, the load cells tend to be nonlinear. This becomes
important for cells sensing very large ranges, or with large surplus of load capability to
withstand temporary overloads or shocks (e.g. the rope clamps). More points may be needed
for the calibration curve.
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In the paper by Qin, P., [7], MFLHUID method is just an approximate method for fuel
movement with many assumption.


This method assumes that the fluid is incompressible and the free surface has zero pressure
with no sloshing effects. Also, no viscous (rotational flow) effects exist.



Compressibility and surface gravity effects are neglected. It is assumed that the important
frequency range for the structural modes is above the gravity sloshing frequencies and below
the compressible acoustic frequencies. It is further assumed that the density within a volume
is constant and no viscous (rotational flow) or aerodynamic (high velocity) effects are present.



The applied modal transient analysis belongs to linear method which will not consider plastic
deformation, even though it takes advantage of linear superposition theory to save computation
time.



The modal transient analysis has less accuracy than direct transient analysis, due to modes
truncation.

2.4.2 Virtual Fluid Mass MFluid Method
The derivation of MFLUID method is based on the boundary element method. In the
boundary element method, point sources σi are distributed along boundary grids [23]. The known
boundary motions are used to solve for σi. Once σi is known, the motion of the entire field is known
as shown in the following equation.
The velocity at grid i due to these point sources is
Ui ∑j

σj eij

dAj
Ai r ‐r 2
i j

∑j Bij σj

(2-1)

where A is area, ri is the vector from origin to grid i, and eij is the unit vector from grid i to
j.
In matrix form,
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U

B

(2-2)

The pressure at point i is
ρσj eij
dAj
Ai r ‐r 2
i j

Pi ∑j

∑j Cij σj

(2-3)

where ρ is the fluid density.
The force at point i is
Fi

P dAi ∑j Cij σj

Ai

(2-4)

or in matrix form,
F

D σ

D B

‐1

u

M u

(2-5)

This yield the mass matrix
M

D B

‐1

(2-6)

which represents the fuel and fuel-to-tank interaction.
The mass matrix will be included in the global finite element mass matrix to solve the
dynamic equation. It only depends on the fluid density and the fluid boundary geometry. In the
CAE model, only the wetted surface needs to be defined. No physical elements of the fluid need
to be modeled.
2.4.3 Modal Transient Response
Modal transient response is an alternate approach to computing the transient response of a
structure [24]. This method uses the mode shapes of the structure to reduce the size, uncouple the
equations of motion (when modal or no damping is used), and make the numerical integration
more efficient. Since the mode shapes are typically computed as part of the characterization of the
structure, modal transient response is a natural extension of normal modes analysis.
As a first step in the formulation, transform the variables from physical coordinates {u} to
modal coordinates {ξ} by
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ø

(2-7)

The mode shapes ø are used to transform the problem in terms of the behavior of the
modes as opposed to the behavior of the grid points. Equation (2-7) represents an equality if all
modes are used; however, because all modes are very rarely used, the equation usually represents
an approximation.
To proceed, temporarily ignore the damping, resulting in the equation of motion
ø}

(2-8)

If the physics coordinates in terms of the modal coordinates (Eq. (2-7) is substituted into
Eq. (2-8)), the following equation is obtained:
ø

ø

(2-9)

This is now the equation of motion in terms of the modal coordinates. At this point,
however, the equations remain coupled.
To uncouple the equations, premultiply by ø
ø

ø

ø

ø

T

to obtain

ø

(2-10)

Where:
ø

ø = modal (generalized) mass matrix

ø

ø = modal (generalized) stiffness matrix

ø

= modal force vector

The final step uses the orthogonality property of the mode shapes to formulate the equation
of motion in terms of the generalized mass and stiffness matrices that are diagonal matrices. These
matrices do not have off-diagonal terms that couple the equations of motion. Therefore, in this
form, the modal equations of motion are uncoupled. In this uncoupled form, the equations of
motion are written as a set on uncoupled SDOF systems as
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(2-11)
Where:
= i-th modal mass
= i-th modal stiffness
= i-th modal force
Once the individual modal responses

are computed, physical responses are recovered

as the summation of the modal responses
ø

(2-12)

Since numerical integration is applied to the relatively small number of uncoupled
equations, there is not as large a computational penalty for changing Δt as there is in direct transient
response analysis. However, a constant Δt is still recommended.
The stresses (or strains) are also in this format, with the ø i representing modal stresses
(or strains). This format matches that of linear superposition of stresses in quasi-static fatigue
analysis. The ø i represents the stresses under a unit load, and

represents the load magnitude.

Therefore, once the modal stresses and modal coordinate time history are calculated, the
same superposition method as in quasi-static fatigue analysis can be used for dynamic fatigue
calculation. The computation time for a modal stress and a modal coordinate time history
calculation is much less than that of a direct stress or strain time history calculation. This is because
the number of

is usually much smaller than the number of the degrees of freedom in the CAE

model.
To further improve accuracy, the bases formed by the mode shapes can be expanded to
include the static deformed shapes (residual flexibility). They are the deformed shapes of the
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system under the load of each hydraulic input, balanced by inertia. Including them in the bases can
increase stress or strain accuracy by capturing the “quasi-static” part of the dynamic responses.
2.4.4 Modal versus Direct Transient Response
Some general guidelines can be used in selecting modal transient response analysis versus
direct transient response analysis [24]. These guidelines are summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Modal versus Direct Transient Response [24]

Modal Transient
Response
Small Model
Large Model
Few Time Steps
Many Time Steps
High Frequency Excitation
Normal Damping
Higher Accuracy
Initial Conditions

Direct Transient
Response
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

In general, larger models may be solved more efficiently in modal transient response
because the numerical solution is a solution of a smaller system of uncoupled equations. This result
is certainly true if the natural frequencies and mode shape were computed during a previous stage
of the analysis. Using Duhamel’s integral to solve the uncoupled equations is very efficient even
for very long duration transients. On the other hand, the major portion of the effort in a modal
transient response analysis is the calculation of the modes. For large systems with a large number
of modes, this operation can be as costly as direct integration. This is especially true for highfrequency excitation. To capture high frequency response in a modal solution, less accurate highfrequency modes must be computed. For small models with a few time steps, the direct method
may be the most efficient because it solves the equations without first computing the modes. The
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direct method is more accurate than the modal method because the direct method is not concerned
with mode truncation. Table 2-1 provides a starting place for evaluating which method to use.
Many additional factors may be involved in the choice of a method, such as contractual obligations
or local standards of practice.
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CHAPTER 3 GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF ARBITRARY
LAGRANGIAN-EULERIAN
3.1 ALE Form of Conservation Equations
In Lagrangian formulation, the observer follows material points. In Eulerian formulation,
the observer looks at fixed points in space. In Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation, the
observer follows moving points in space.

Figure 3-1 Lagrangian mesh, Eulerian mesh, and ALE mesh comparison [29]
At any location in space x and time t, one material point is identified by its space
coordinates X at time 0 and one grid point identified by it's coordinates  at time 0.
X=  ( X , t ) =
LAG



( , t ) Jacobians  0

(3-1)

ALE

Where  is a function of space and time, representing a physical property.
The continuum equations for multi-material ALE method are [30]:
1. Mass conservation equation
∙

0

(3-2a)
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2. Moment conservation equation
ρ ∙

∙

(3-2b)

3. Total energy conservation equation
ρ ∙

Where t is time,

∙

T

∙∙

∙

is density, is the Cauchy stress tensor, g is the gravity vector,

(3-2c)
is the specific

internal energy, k is the thermal conductivity and T is the temperature. The above equations assume
that gravity is the only body force, the thermal conductivity is isotropic, and that there is not
internal generation of heat.
In ALE method, the structure is modeled as Lagrangian, and the fluid domain as ALE or
Eulerian. The grid/mesh has an arbitrary motion, but the material goes through. The grid velocity
term is added in a compressible Navier Stokes solver for viscous fluids as shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Grid velocity and material velocity in
compressible Naiver Stokes equation [27]
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3.2 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Update Procedure1

The objective of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulations is to stop the
calculation when the mesh is distorted, smooth the mesh, and remap the solution from the distorted
mesh to the smooth mesh.
3.2.1 Overall Flow of ALE Steps
In ALE formulations, two basic strategies to upgrade mesh following Lagrangian time step
are “remap” or “advection” step. The advection step is to move the nodes only a small fraction of
the characteristic lengths of the surrounding element, including decide and move the boundary
nodes and interior nodes, calculate the transport of the element-centered variables, and calculate
the momentum transport and update the velocity.
3.2.2 Mesh Smoothing Algorithms
ALE formulation applies the algorithms for moving the mesh relative to the material to
control the range of the problems. Winslow developed the equipotential method in 1963, which
has been proven to be very successful in a wide variety of problems. This “Equipotential” zoning
method is making a structured mesh for finite different or finite element calculation by using the
solutions of Laplace equations as the mesh lines, and as well, is applied to smooth selected points
in an unstructured three-dimensional mesh provided that it is at least locally structured. The other
well-known applied mesh smoothing algorithms are Simple Averaging, Kikuchi’s Algorithm,
Surface Smoothing, and Combining Smoothing Algorithm.
3.2.3 Advection Algorithm
In 1977 Van Leer developed “The van Leer MUSCL scheme” to calculate the values of
the solution variables (i.e., density, internal energy, the stress tensor and the history variables) in

1

LS-DYNA Theory Manual, © 2016 Livermore Software Technology Corporation. Reprinted with permission.
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the transport fluxes to achieve second order accurate monotonic results. To calculate the
momentum transport, in 1992, Benson implemented a method which is validated without
dispersion and monotonicity issue on regular mesh. Currently the applied methods are Advection
Methods in One Dimension, The Donor Cell Algorithm, The Van Leer MUSCL Algorithm,
Advection Methods in Three Dimension, etc. For example, in Advection Methods in Three
Dimension, the algorithms could be Advection of the Nodal Velocities, The Staggered Mesh
Algorithm, The SALE Algorithm, The Half Index Shift Algorithm, Three-Dimensional
Momentum Advection Algorithms.
3.2.4 The Manual Rezone
For a problem involving large deformations, it may appear that a mesh stops working after
some iterations, in which a manual rezoning capability is needed to implement. The general
procedure is to 1) interrupt the calculation when the mesh is no longer acceptable, 2) generate a
new mesh using the current material boundaries, 3) remap the solution from the old mesh to the
new mesh, and 4) restart the calculation
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CHAPTER 4 ARBITRARY LAGRANGIAN-EULERIAN APPLICATION
EXAMPLES
To validate ALE method feasibility in vehicle simulation, four simple examples are
performed to see how good the ALE method will be in the animation, respectively in fuel sloshing
simulation, explosive simulation for plate crack initiation and propagation and military ground
vehicle roll over [29].
4.1 Fuel Tank Sloshing
This is an Eulerian sloshing model with air and fluid in the upper and lower part
respectively. Due to dissipation in the advection it still has an energy loss, but viscous behavior
has been reduced by using *CONTROL_HOURGLASS command. The fluid is modeled as solid
ALE with Elastic material properties under 1g vertical load.
This

sliced

sheet

is

prescribed

by

the

horizontal

motion

with

a

time-

dependent impulse. The fluid domain is modeled with the *MAT_ELASTIC_FLUID and Solid
ALE elements, whereas the gaseous domain is modeled with the *MAT_NULL and Solid ALE
elements with the Eulerian formulation without smoothing of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
description.
The fluid and gaseous domains are incorporated in the Eulerian elements by
*ALE_MULTI

MATERIAL_GROUP.

All fluid

domains

are

discretized

by

the

*SECTION_SOLID_ALE, using the element type 11 - 1 point integration solid ALE with multimaterial.
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Figure 4-1 Sloshing block with air and fluid

Table 4-1 below is the dimension of sloshing tank, which is shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Sloshing tank dimension
Length (mm)

Width (mm)

Height (mm)

200

80

110

Energy curves in Figure 4-2 show the energy loss in the sloshing.

Figure 4-2 Energy curves
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Internal pressure flow animations in Time T1, T2, T3, and T4 are shown in Figure 4-3. To show
more clear animation for internal pressure change alongside the time, pressure iso-surfaces are
listed in Figure 4-4. This example shows how ALE method is applied in sloshing simulation.

Time T1

Time T3

Time T2

Time T4

Figure 4-3 Sloshing pressure animation
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Time T1

Time T3

Time T2

Time T4

Figure 4-4 Sloshing pressure iso-surface animation

4.2 Plate Deformation under Explosive
In the multi-material ALE approach the plate is modeled enclosed in a layer of void
(vacuum) with explosive on the bottom center, as shown in Figure 4-5. The dimension is in Table
4-2, and material properties for two different material in Table 4-3 in comparison, high strength
steel and Titanium.
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Figure 4-5 Plate in vacuum
Table 4-2 Blast plate dimension

Length (cm)

Width (cm)

Thickness (cm)

140

113

0.54

Table 4-3 Blast plate material properties
Young's Modulus
(mbar)
2.07

Poisson's Ratio

High Strength Steel

Density
(g/cm3)
7.83

Tangent Modulus
(mbar)
0.06547

Failure Strain

0.29

Yield Strength
(mbar)
0.01329

Titanium

4.4

1.14

0.3

0.008707

0.01697

0.125

0.1133

The pressure propagation of explosive material in the fluid core is transferred to other parts
and the Fluid Solid Interaction (FSI) is taken into account by the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
method (ALE) and fluid-structure-coupling.
The

explosive

is

modeled

by

the

*SECTION_SOLID_ALE

with *MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN and *EOS_JWL. The outermost fluid layer of the box
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is modeled

by

the

*SECTION_SOLID_ALE

with

*MAT_NULL

and

*EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL.
The coupling between the structure (Lagrangian) and the fluid (Eulerian) is done by a FSIalgorithm, *CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID.
The command *ALE_MULTI-MATERIAL_GROUP is used to specify that elements
containing materials of the same group are treated as single material elements. In this example,
part 1 and part 2 are under the same multi-material group.
Displacement animation can show clear different reaction between two plates in exact same
timing, as shown in Figure 4-6, 4-7. The high strength steel plate shows buckling, while Titanium
doesn't.

Time T1

Time T2

Time T3
Figure 4-6 Displacement of high strength steel
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Time T1

Time T2

Time T3
Figure 4-7 Displacement of Titanium plate

Center points displacement curves plotted in Figure 4-8 shows the center area buckling of steel
plate, and effective plastic strain curves in Figure 4-9 shows permanent deformation formed in
both plates.

Titanium
High Strength
Steel

Figure 4-8 Displacement of center point of two plates
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Figure 4-9 Effective plastic strain of center point of two plates

Energy curves are plotted in Figure 4-10 for high strength steel plate and Figure 4-11 for Titanium
plate, which show the total energy lost in blast.

Figure 4-10 Energy curves for high strength
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Figure 4-11 Energy curves for Titanium steel

4.3 High Strength Steel Plate Crack Initiation and Propagation under Explosive
To study the crack behavior of high strength steel, the mass of explosive is increased by 10
times. With the element corrosion is defined in the keyword with ultimate failure strain at 11.33%,
crack initiation and propagation is shown in the animation with effective plastic strain legend, as
seen in Figure 4-12.
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Time T1

Time T3

Time T5

Time T2

Time T4

Time T6

Figure 4-12 Crack initiation and propagation in high strength steel
Energy curves are plotted in Figure 4-13 for high strength steel plate that shows the energy lost.
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Figure 4-13 Energy curves for high strength steel plates in crack initiation
and propagation

4.4 Vehicle Rollover by Mine Blast
A vehicle is modeled as a solid enclosed in vacuum with explosive under right front tire.

Figure 4-14 Vehicle in vacuum with explosive under tire
Rollover animation are shown in Figure 4-15 at timing T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5.
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Time T1

Time T3

Time T2

Time T4

Time T5
Figure 4-15 Vehicle rollover by explosive blast
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Energy curves exhibited greatly decrease in the whole period.

Figure 4-16 Energy curves in explosive
4.5 Conclusion
ALE method in LS-DYNA is an efficient tool for analyzing large deformation processes to
simulate multi-material interaction, i.e., sloshing in the tank with fluid and air interaction, and
explosive in the air with structure and air interaction. With the failure criterion defined in the
model, crack initiation and propagation can be animated too.
It should note that the model size with ALE method should be kept minimum to avoid large
CPU time due to the complicated algorithm in the LS-DYNA code, which is the limitation for
ALE application. In the next example of fuel tank simulation under proving ground condition,
modeling skill will be shown how to simplified model to make ALE method feasible and achieve
better result.
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CHAPTER 5 ARBITRARY LAGRANGIAN-EULERIAN METHOD IN
FUEL TANK STRAP SIMULATION UNDER PROVING GROUND
CONDITION
In automotive CAE durability analysis, simulation of dynamic stress and fatigue life of fuel
tank straps is a complex problem. Typically a fuel tank is held with fuel tank straps. Its movement
lies in the domain of nonlinear large rotation dynamics. Moreover, the sloshing behavior in the
fuel tank makes the problem even more intricate.
The objective of this study is to investigate the advantage of ALE method in simulating
fuel sloshing through fuel tank and fuel tank strap movement under proving ground conditions
using the nonlinear large rotation dynamic method with RADIOSS, a commercial code. After the
stress distribution of the fuel tank strap is achieved, a commercial fatigue code, nCode DesignLife,
is used to predict the fatigue life of the fuel tank straps. The analyses have accurately predicted the
crack initiation sequence and locations in the fuel tank straps, and show good correlation with test.
The utilization of this method can give design direction to minimize the iteration of lab testing and
expedite the design period.
5.1 Analytical Methods Introduction
Due to inertia, the sloshing phenomenon in the fuel tank occurs when a vehicle is
accelerating or decelerating on road surfaces. This effect plus the movement of the fuel tank will
result in a pressure change between the straps and the tank. This time varying pressure load will
then induce stresses in the straps, and will lead to strap fatigue. To understand the stress pattern
and the fatigue life of the straps in this highly nonlinear system has been a challenge for fuel
engineers.
CAE methods for fuel tank simulation that are currently used in the automotive industry
can be summarized into two categories: linear methods and nonlinear methods.
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In the linear area, there are three commonly used methods: 1. common mass method, 2.
concentrated mass method, and 3. fluid volume properties definition method. In the common mass
method, the density of the tank wall is adjusted to account for the mass of the tank and fuel. In the
concentrated mass method, a concentrated mass element is used to model the fuel at the C.G. of
the fuel. This mass is connected to the fuel tank through weighted motion constraints. In the fluid
volume properties definition method, the element envelope that contains the volume of the
incompressible fuel is given a fuel material property to generate a virtual mass. These three
methods give satisfactory results in small displacement environments, but cannot predict the
structural responses in large rotation situations.
For nonlinear problems, the following three methods are commonly used in fuel tank
simulation:
5.1.1 Common Mass Nonlinear Method
The fuel is combined into the fuel tank by adjusting the fuel tank density so the model has
the equivalent mass of fuel tank and fuel. Nonlinear material properties and contact surfaces are
defined in the model. The advantage of this method is that the fuel tank is allowed large rotations
and the analysis is easy to set up without extra modeling effort for fuel. The disadvantage is the
missing sloshing effect of the fuel.
5.1.2 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) Method
As introduced in Chapter 3, in Lagrangian formulation, the observer follows material
points. In Eulerian formulation, the observer looks at fixed points in space. In Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation, the observer follows moving points in space.
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In ALE method, the structure is modeled as Lagrangian, and the fluid domain as ALE or
Eulerian. The grid/mesh has an arbitrary motion, but the material goes through. The grid velocity
term is added in a compressible Navier Stokes solver for viscous fluids.
High quality solid elements are required for this method. Less CPU time will be required if the
tank doesn't deform very much.
5.1.3 Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics (S.P.H.) Method
The SPH method can simulate phenomena like tank penetration, fuel leakage, and fuel tank
high velocity, but requires much more CPU time [31]. The method uses nodes to represent the
mesh in calculation. Due to the modeling difficulty and quite extensive CPU time usage, SPH
method is not worthy to be adopted in this study for comparison.
5.1.4 Fatigue Method
DesignLife, a commercial software developed by nCode International, estimates fatigue
life from finite element analysis result [32]. DesignLife takes stress or strain data from a finite
element calculation as input, and combines this information together with the details of the time
varying loads, and material cyclic properties. From this combination it estimates the fatigue
damage for each supplied node or element on the FE model.
The elastic-plastics method with uniaxial strain life fatigue theory is used in this analysis.
First, the total strain life time history from the RADIOSS stress analysis results is input to the
program in FORTRAN. The top membrane strain and bottom membrane strain are compared
according to strain rate, then the higher strain rate history are composed. Second, the material
cyclic stress strain curve is used to track stress strain history, and strain cycles and the mean stress
are output.
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   E  ( K ' ) 1 n '

(5-

1)
Where
K' =

 f ( f ) n' is Cyclic Strength Coefficient

n' = b / c is Cyclic Strain Hardening Exponent



f

is Fatigue Strength Coefficient

 f is Fatigue Ductility Coefficient
b is Fatigue Strength Exponent
c is Fatigue Ductility Exponent
Third, the Smith-Watson-Topper equation is used to get damage from each strain cycle.
 max  a  ( ' 2f E )( 2 N f ) 2 b   ' f  ' f ( 2 N f ) b  c

(5-2)

Where
N f is the Number of Reversals to Failure and 2 N f is the number of reversals to fatigue

 max =  m +  a is Maximum Stress of the Cycle
 m is Mean Stress
 a is Stress Amplitude
 a is Maximum Strain of the Cycle
Finally, Miner's rule is used to sum the damage of all the cycles.
5.1.5 Equation of Motion Explicit Time Integration
The equation of equilibrium governing the dynamic response of the system are [33]
(5-3)
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Figure 5-1 Explicit time integration [33]

∆

Velocity:

(5-4)

Displacement:

(5-5)
̅

Initial conditions:

∆

(5-6)

Original geometry ̅
loading + forces

+ initial displacements
from initial strains
initial velocity

(5-7)
(5-8)

This yields:
∆
With

from static

(5-9)
0

(5-10)
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5.1.6 Signal Processing in MATLAB
Accelerometers are the most frequently used transducers to measure the vibration
responses of the structures [34]. Sometimes it is necessary to retrieve the measures signals in the
form of velocities and displacements. While it is quite easy to extract the information on the
frequency components and corresponding amplitudes of the velocities and displacements of the
measured acceleration signals, it is not an easy task to retrieve the time history of the structural
responses in the form of velocities and displacements. There are two methods, in general, to
convert the acceleration signal to the displacement signal. One is directly integrating the
acceleration signal in the time domain. The other is dividing the Fourier transformed acceleration
by the scale factor of –ω2 and taking the inverse Fourier transform of it. It is well known that to
have better resolution in time domain, one has to compromise with the coarse resolution in
frequency domain and vice versa with given number of sampling points. Therefore, with a fixed
resolution in time and frequency domain, converting high frequency signals in the time domain
and converting low frequency signals in frequency domain will produce biased errors.
1. Converting Acceleration to Displacement Using Time Domain Method
When the time history of the acceleration is available and the Nyquist frequency of
the digitization is much higher than the highest frequency components of the signal, the
direct integration of the acceleration in time domain retrieves reasonably accurate time
history of the displacement.
The relationship between the frequency of the signal and the Nyquist frequency of
the measurement is that the higher the signal frequency, the worse the retrieved
displacement signal. The second source of error comes from the fact that there is no
information available on the initial conditions involved with each integration scheme.
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Uncertain value of initial velocity will produce a DC component during the successive
integration of the conversion.
2. Converting Acceleration to Displacement Using Fast Fourier Transformation Method
If the frequency components of the measured acceleration are relatively high
compared to the Nyquist frequency, the frequency domain method should be used. From
the properties of the Fourier transform of the integrals, the Fast Fourier Transform of the
velocity and displacement will drop off velocity and displacement levels by 3dB and 6dB
per doubling the frequency, and therefore, high frequency components in the velocity and
displacement can be less than the low frequency noise components after conversion. The
frequency domain method works well with the acceleration signal measured without
leakage, in which cases the magnitude of the significant frequency components is much
bigger than noncontributing frequency components. In practice, structural response
consists of both high and low frequency components signals and leakage always happens
in the measurement.
To convert a measured acceleration signal with minimum error in frequency domain, there
must be some procedure to minimize the effects of the scaling factor on the low frequency
components, because the conversion factor on the low frequency components can become
significant after the Fourier components are divided by the scale factor of –ω2. Most of the
measured structural accelerations are either steady state responses or decaying transient responses.
The steady state responses consists of single frequency sinusoidal signals, and found in study,
zero-padding can reduce the effect of the conversion factor and provide satisfactory results.
Zero padding before a DFT/FFT is a computationally efficient method of interpolating a
large number of points. Therefore, zero padding the data before you obtain the DFT can often
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increase the frequency resolution and thus improve the amplitude estimate. To avoid the spectrum
leakage, Hanning windows is usually applied in signal processing as moderate window [35].
0.5 1

cos

,0

(5-11)

5.2 Experimental Set up
The fuel tank and the strap fatigue life test as set up in the lab is shown in Figure 5-2. The
fuel tank and straps are mounted on a partial truck frame supported by four vertical hydraulic
actuators. In addition, three horizontal actuators are used to form a total of seven-channel inputs
to the test buck, accounting for all six degrees of freedom. The excitation inputs are recorded from
a vehicle going through proving ground surfaces. This time history data is for structural analysis
purposes and does not represent the real customer use condition. In this particular set up, the
original cross member forward of the tank is removed from the frame and is replaced with one
straight, box section, cross member.

This is more convenient for the installation of the hydraulic

actuators. A remotely located computer controls the hydraulic actuators.

Figure 5-2 Fuel tank strap study setup in test
(Photo Courtesy of [36])
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5.3 CAE Model Set up
Figure 5-3 shows the CAE model in both nonlinear common mass method and nonlinear
ALE method, which are developed with the same configuration and dimension as the test fixtures.
Each component is represented by single color. In Figure 5-3 (a), the fuel tank is one component
with equivalent mass to fuel tank and fuel total mass through adjusting the fuel tank density, while
the separation between tow components, the fuel and fuel vapor, can be seen clearly in Figure 5-3
(b).

Figure 5-3 (a) CAE setup in Nonlinear
Common Mass Method

Figure 5-3 (b) CAE setup in Nonlinear
ALE Method

5.3.1 Material property for fuel tank strap and fuel tank
The material properties for fuel tank strap and fuel tank are listed in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Material properties for fuel tank strap and fuel tank

Density (ton/mm3)

Young's Modulus (MPa)

Poisson's Ratio

Steel

7.87e-9

2.07e+5

0.3

High-density
polyethylene

9.3e-10

2.0e+3

0.5
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Figure 5-4 describes plastic true stress strain curve for fuel tank strap, and Figure 5-5 is plastic true

Stress (MPa)

stress strain curve for fuel tank.

Strain

Stress (MPa)

Figure 5-4 Fuel tank strap plastic stress strain curve

Strain

Figure 5-5 Fuel tank plastic stress strain curve
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5.3.2 Modeling of Joints between Hydraulic Actuator and Frame
To simulate the physical constraints in the lab, joints between hydraulic actuators and the
frame are modeled with zero-length spring elements. To simulate a ball joint as shown in Figure
5-4, very stiff springs in three translational D.O.F. and zero-stiffness springs in three rotational
D.O.F. are used.

Joint

Figure 5-6 Joint between hydraulic actuator and frame in test
(Photo Courtesy of [36])
5.3.3 Modeling of the Frame
To improve computation efficiency, a coarsened frame FE model, having the same first
level natural frequencies, is derived from a baseline fine model, using an in-house modeling code.
The same natural frequencies means the stiffness and mass in the coarsened model are still same
as base model.
5.3.4 Contact Surface Defining
Contact surfaces are defined in the area between the fuel tank and upper and lower cross
members, and in the area between the fuel tank and straps. To account for the differences of the
elastic stiffness for plastics and steel, symmetry contact surfaces are defined between the fuel tank
and straps with a scale factor for interface stiffness differences. At the outboard ends of the fuel
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tank straps are T-bars which are modeled as rigid bodies. Contact surfaces between cross members
and T-Bars, and between strap inboard ends and the strap reinforcements are also defined. Contact
surfaces between the fuel tank, fuel, and fuel vapor, can be defined through contact cards or
coincident nodes.
5.3.5 Road Load Input
The table 5-2 lists the general proving ground route used to obtain vehicle structure
durability and reliability data.

Table 5-2 Proving Ground Route Event

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Route Event
Suburban Driving Loop
Power Hop Hill
Silver Creek Hard Routes
Acceleration Durability Road
Access Roads
Salt Bath
Twist Ditch
Simulated City Traffic Loop
High Speed Track
Dirt Cooling Loop
30% Grade/Reverse Brake
Steering Cycles

The acceleration load inputs are collected from proving ground road test and processed to
lab test load inputs, with considering time cycle and technician shift, to meet lab testing procedure
for sub-system, like frame with fuel tank installed. Because the nonlinear explicit dynamic code is
applied in simulation, only the most severe load and most critical load period is selected to
highlight the critical hot spots and crack sequence to the greatest extent for durability failure, due
to CPU time limitation. Therefore the nonlinear CAE simulation is the approximation to the testing,
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and the reasonable conclusion should be based on back to back comparison. Figure 5-5 lists the
most severe road load in this testing with total seven load curves, four vertical load input, two
lateral load input, one longitudinal load input. After comparing the amplitude in the whole time
history, to reduce CPU time, only 12 seconds between 20s and 40s is selected as the most severe
period.
Due to the solver is dynamic explicit code and its initial condition in Equation (5-6), the
external input should be displacement. The test run has been made that when first time apply the
acceleration load curves, the model is rollover, because the constant are different in seven load
input when acceleration is integrated to displacement. So Matlab is applied to integrate
acceleration directly to get displacement with filter to reduce the points in the time history.
Figure 5-6 shows a typical sample of displacement load input trimmed from the measured
time history data. If a comparatively flat curve is added at the beginning of the sample
displacement history curve, the displacements slowly ramp up to the first peak, resulting in more
realistic damage.
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Figure 5-7 Acceleration load input in testing

Displacement (mm)
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Time (s)

Figure 5-8 Filtered seven channel road load displacement input

5.4 Experiment Results
Strap samples were periodically inspected during the life cycle test and after test
completion.
5.4.1 Front Strap
In the front strap, cracks were observed to initiate from the top upper spot weld in the Tend area. Additional cracks were observed on the front outboard edge. After the strap was removed,
cracks were observed in the spot welds at the bolt end portion of the inboard side,
5.4.2 Rear Strap
In the rear strap, cracks were observed to initiate from the front outboard edge, and then
from aft outboard edge. After the rear strap was removed, cracks were observed in the spot welds
at the bolt end portion of the inboard side and in the inner face of the outboard side.
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Comparing the front and rear strap, the cracks at the leading edge of outboard side have
similar initiation timing.
On the rear fuel tank strap, four tiny cracks were observed on front outboard edge and three
on the aft outboard edge at the timing of a peak of load, as seen in Figure 5-10.
5.5 CAE and Experiment Results Comparison
Three coarsened FE models with the same sample displacement input were separately
analyzed by MSC Nastran and RADIOSS with the full time gravity history as a boundary condition.
5.5.1 Stress Analysis Results Comparison for Rear Strap
1. Linear Fluid Volume Properties Definition Method
The fuel tank, with three fourths capacity defined by a property card, is used in Modal
Transient Analysis. Contact surfaces among fuel tank, strap, and cross members are defined by
rigid elements. Static "residual attachment modes" are employed in the analysis [23]. All material
properties are linear. The displacement time history load input, the gravity card, and the damping
coefficient are the same as those in the nonlinear methods. Maximum Von Mises stress results in
Figure 5-11 show stress levels 15 times greater than those of the nonlinear methods - too great a
difference from test results. These high stress levels indicated the rigid element contact surface
were not accurate, and that fatigue analysis would be fruitless.
2. Common Mass Nonlinear Method
In post processing, displacement transient animation of the frame and fuel tank is observed,
and is reasonable. The Von Mises stress pattern for the rear strap is shown in Figure 5-12.
Compared with the test result, Figure 5-12 is approximately close.
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3. ALE Nonlinear Method
3-D Hexahedral elements are modeled to represent fuel and fuel vapor in the tank. During
post processing, fuel sloshing can be seen through the animation with density distribution shown
in Figure 5-9 at 5 time moments: t=0 s, t=3 s, t=6 s, t=9 s, t=12 s.

Figure 5-9 (a) Fuel sloshing in
the fuel tank at 0 second

Figure 5-9 (c) Fuel sloshing in
the fuel tank at 6 seconds

Figure 5-9 (b) Fuel sloshing in
the fuel tank at 3 seconds

Figure 5-9 (d). Fuel sloshing in
the fuel tank at 9 seconds

Figure 5-9 (e). Fuel sloshing in
the fuel tank at 12 seconds

The Von Mises stress pattern for the rear strap is shown in Figure 5-13 with the same
contour level setup, and with the same timing as in Figure 5-12. Compared with the test result
shown in Figure 5-10, Figure 5-13 is the closest among the three CAE methods.
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Figure 5-10 Cracks in outboard
leading edge of rear strap
(Photo Courtesy of [36])

Figure 5-12 Von Mises stress
in rear strap in Common Mass
Nonlinear method

Figure 5-11 Von Mises stress in rear
strap in Linear Fluid Volume
Properties Definition method

Figure 5-13 Von Mises stress
in rear strap in ALE
Nonlinear method

Plastic strain contour patterns for the two nonlinear methods are shown in Figure 5-14, 515, at the same time for crack evaluation. It seems that both methods generate similar plastic strain
pattern for rear strap.
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Figure 5-14 Plastics strain contour in
rear strap in Common Mass Nonlinear
method

Figure 5-15 Plastics strain contour in
rear strap in ALE Nonlinear method

So overall rear strap stress strain comparison show the nonlinear methods, common mass
method and ALE method, are much more reasonable than Linear Fluid Volume Properties
Definition Method.
5.5.2 Stress Analysis Results Comparison between Font and Rear Strap
Von Mises stress contour patterns between two straps in the three methods are shown in
Figure 5-16, 5-17, 5-18 at the same time. Results show the linear method is too different from
nonlinear methods and test that front strap stress is far less than rear strap. This is against the
testing result that cracks have similar initiation timing on front and rear strap. So linear method
can’t predict reasonable result.
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Figure 5-16 Von Mises stress contour in
Left-to-Right side view in Linear Fluid
Volume Properties Definition method

Figure 5-17 Von Mises stress contour
in Left-to-Right side view in Common
Mass Nonlinear method

Figure 5-18 Von Mises stress contour in
Left-to-Right side view in ALE Nonlinear
method

Plastic strain contour patterns for the two nonlinear methods are shown in Figure 5-19, 520, at the same time for crack evaluation. Animation of the whole process for the two nonlinear
methods, as shown in Figure 5-19 and 5-20, indicate the general trend of correct crack initiation
between the two straps compared with test results. The first level cracks are initiated from welds
of T-bar and inboard bolts. The second level cracks are initiated from inboard middle area. The
third level cracks are initiated from both inboard and outboard corners. But in nonlinear common
mass method relative higher strain shows on front strap which means cracks are more likely
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initiated from front strap earlier than rear strap and is against the testing result that cracks have
similar initiation timing on front and rear strap. This conclusion will be further validated in fatigue
analysis.
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Figure 5-19 (a) Plastic Strain at 1
second in Common Mass Nonlinear
method

Figure 5-20 (a) Plastic Strain at 1
second in ALE Nonlinear method

Figure 5-19 (b) Plastic Strain at 3
seconds in Common Mass Nonlinear
method

Figure 5-20 (b) Plastic Strain at 3
seconds in ALE Nonlinear method

Figure 5-19 (c) Plastic Strain at 9
seconds in Common Mass Nonlinear
method

Figure 5-20 (c) Plastic Strain at 9
seconds in ALE Nonlinear method

Figure 5-19 (d) Plastic Strain at 12
seconds in Common Mass Nonlinear
method

Figure 5-20 (d) Plastic Strain at 12
seconds in Common Mass Nonlinear
method
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5.5.3 Fatigue Analysis Result
Upper and lower surface membrane strains are retrieved from the result output files and
compared at each time step. The worse surface membrane strain is selected and therefore a strain
time history is formed. Then the format is changed to meet nCode DesignLife input requirements,
through a user program in FORTRAN. Table 5-3 lists the fatigue property of steel applied in
fatigue calculation. Comparing the fatigue life contour patterns (Figure 5-21 and 5-22, at the same
fatigue life scale), ALE method, Figure 5-22, correlates very closely in both crack initiation time,
sequence, and location with test results that cracks has similar initiation time on both front and rear
strap, while the nonlinear common mass method shows too less fatigue life on front strap. And
this further validates the conclusion from stress strain comparison between front and rear strap.

Table 5-3 Fatigue property of steel
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Figure 5-21 Fatigue life contour in Leftto-Right side view in Common Mass
Nonlinear method

Figure 5-22 Fatigue life contour in Leftto-Right side view in ALE Nonlinear
method

5.6 CPU Time Comparison
Table 5-4 lists CPU time comparison for three methods, which show linear method’s
advantage in CPU time, therefore it is more critical for modeling the coarse model and control the
total number of solid elements defined by ALE method to keep CPU time as less as possible. But
in consideration that nowadays computer is so powerful, CPU time is already not a major factor to
concern for regular job.
Table 5-4 CPU time comparison
Method
Linear Fluid Volume Properties Definition Method
Common Mass Nonlinear Method
ALE Nonlinear Method

CPU Time
0.5 hours
2.5 hours
5 hours

5.7 Conclusion
Three methods are compared in stress, plastic strain, and fatigue life, respectively. The first
comparison in stress clearly shows that Linear Fluid Volume Properties Definition method gives
too high stress level and wrong pattern from testing. The second comparison in plastic strain
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exhibits that ALE nonlinear method can correlate correct cracks initiation sequence and locations
between front and rear strap, while Common Mass nonlinear method shows much worse cracks
appeared in front strap than rear strap which is against the testing. The third comparison in fatigue
life further validates that ALE nonlinear method correlates very closely in both crack initiation
sequence and location with test results that cracks has similar initiation time on both front and rear
strap, while the nonlinear common mass method shows too less fatigue life on front strap. Overall,
The ALE nonlinear dynamic method is more realistic in theory for simulating fuel tank movement
with fuel sloshing, and is better to predict the sequence and location of crack initiation.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION
The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) is a hybrid finite element formulation that can
alleviate many of the drawbacks from the traditional Lagrangian-based and Eulerian-based finite
element simulations, which is developed through combining modern algorithms for Lagrangian
hydrodynamics, meshing technology and remap methods developed for high-resolution Eulerian
methods. When using the ALE technique in engineering simulations, the computational mesh
inside the domains can move arbitrarily to optimize the shapes of elements, while the mesh on the
boundaries and interfaces of the domains can move along with materials to precisely track the
boundaries and interfaces of a multi-material system. The use of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) computer codes has been an enabling technology for many important applications, such as
Forming Processes, Two-Phase Flows with Phase Change and Heat Transfer of Computer Chips,
and Plasma Physics, etc. When using the ALE technique in engineering simulations, the
computational mesh inside the domains can move arbitrarily to optimize the shapes of elements,
while the mesh on the boundaries and interfaces of the domains can move along with materials to
precisely track the boundaries and interfaces of a multi-material system.
In automotive CAE analysis, simulation of fuel tank potential leakage under impact in
crashworthiness and dynamic stress and fatigue life of fuel tank straps under proving ground
condition in durability are active problems for vehicle design. Typically a fuel tank is held with
fuel tank straps. Its movement lies in the domain of nonlinear large rotation dynamics. Moreover,
the sloshing behavior in the fuel tank makes the problem even more intricate. ALE method is being
applied in fuel tank leakage safety simulation with vehicle at high speed impact, while this ALE
method application is relatively too easy because the load input is too simple, an initial velocity,
that won’t cause too much CPU time to be used. In current fuel tank strap simulation, one available
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method that directly applies the proving ground load specifically requested for fuel tank strap is
not included in the standard testing procedure for full vehicle testing, because load cell installation
is very complex and will induce problems which means it is not practical. The second method is
fluid volume properties definition method to give a fuel material property to generate a virtual
mass for the volume of the incompressible fuel. This method assumes that the free surface has zero
pressure with no sloshing effects and no viscous (rotational flow) effects exist, so it can give
satisfactory results in small displacement environments, but cannot predict the structural responses
in large rotation situations.
In order to improve the weakness of above two methods, the research here successfully
applies ALE method in fuel tank strap simulation under proving ground condition and further
fatigue calculation. Through comparing existing methods applied in fuel tank and fuel tank strap
CAE application, the research here did make some breakthrough in below areas.
1) Apply ALE method to simulate fuel sloshing and integrate with proving ground time
history load.
The ALE has been applied in safety CAE to study fuel sloshing impact to the fuel
tank in different volume under initial velocity which is a too simple load case that won’t
take too long CPU to finish run, although it is an innovation for fuel tank modeling. But
the method to integrate ALE method for fuel sloshing and the proving ground time history
load for the fuel tank strap durability simulation is first time in auto industry. Through
comparing three different methods and testing, results show that fuel sloshing did play a
critical role to affect the fuel mass redistribution and the stress variation with time,
therefore prove the critical contribution from ALE method.
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2) Set up procedure how to simplify CAE model to reduce CPU time
The analysis with durability proving ground time history load input will cost much
more CPU time than normal initial velocity load input. So how to reduce CPU time, while
still keep the accuracy, is becoming top priority to control analysis within reasonable CPU
time limit. This procedure figures out several ways in modeling, a) coarse area away from
fuel tank and fuel tank strap, but must keep the new coarsened model the same frequencies
as original model, which means mass and stiffness is still same and new coarsened model
is correct. The fuel tank and strap are the target of analysis and still modeled in detail, so
that it will achieve accurate stress strain result. b) use common nodes to define the contact
between fuel, fuel vapor, and fuel tank. The contact surface computation is usually the
large portion of CPU time. In this research, the contact between fuel tank and fuel tank
strap, fuel tank and frame, fuel tank strap and frame are critical areas which should be kept.
This common nodes modeling method won’t cause any issue, but reduce CPU time greatly.
With all the above modeling skill, the overall CPU time for ALE method is limited to five
hours which is pretty efficient and will be even more efficient with the more powerful
computer developed.
3) Simplify and process the testing load in MATLAB to reduce CPU time and avoid the
numerical issue in explicit dynamic transient code
As the initial condition of dynamic explicit code, the input should be displacement.
But the testing acquired data is acceleration time history. As a test run to show, the model
will be immediately rollover with seven acceleration time history input, due to the different
constants generated from integration of those acceleration time history input. Therefore a
new MATLAB code is programmed to integrate acceleration to displacement in exactly
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same constant for those seven acceleration time history. Zero padding the data is applied
before the DFT to increase the frequency resolution and thus improve the amplitude
estimate. To avoid the spectrum leakage, Hanning windows is applied in signal processing
as moderate window. The CAE result animation shows the realistic movement of testing
fixture.
4) Interface with fatigue code through programing to post process the intermediate results
files.
The elastic-plastics method with uniaxial strain life fatigue theory is used in this
analysis. First, the total strain life time history from the RADIOSS stress analysis results
is input to the program in FORTRAN. The top membrane strain and bottom membrane
strain are compared according to strain rate, then the higher strain rate history are
composed. Second, the material cyclic stress strain curve is used to track stress strain
history, and strain cycles and the mean stress are output. Third, the Smith-Watson-Topper
equation is used to get damage from each strain cycle.
Future work will be focused on how to improve the fuel solid modeling. For this study, in
order to achieve more accurate result, Hexahedral element type is used for fuel solid modeling in
ANSYS ICEM CFD, a popular propriety software package used for CAD and mesh generation.
Relatively long time is spent due to fuel tank geometry complexity. So a more efficient solid
modeling method and software are needed for future work.
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ABSTRACT
ARBITRARY LAGRANGIAN-EULERIAN METHOD INVESTIGATION
ON FUEL TANK STRAP SIMULATION UNDER PROVING GROUND
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The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) is a hybrid finite element formulation that can
alleviate many of the drawbacks from the traditional Lagrangian-based and Eulerian-based finite
element simulations, which is developed through combining modern algorithms for Lagrangian
hydrodynamics, meshing technology and remap methods developed for high-resolution Eulerian
methods. Lagrangian-based finite element formulations is that the computational system moves
with the material and main drawback is that it will face severe problems to deal with strong
distortions in the computational domain. Eulerian-based finite element formulations is that the
computational system is a prior fixed in space and unable to deal easily with fluids undergo large
distortions at the interface. The use of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) computer codes has
been an enabling technology for many important applications. When using the ALE technique in
engineering simulations, the computational mesh inside the domains can move arbitrarily to
optimize the shapes of elements, while the mesh on the boundaries and interfaces of the domains
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can move along with materials to precisely track the boundaries and interfaces of a multi-material
system.
In automotive CAE durability analysis, simulation of dynamic stress and fatigue life of fuel
tank straps is a complex problem. Typically a fuel tank is held with fuel tank straps. Its movement
lies in the domain of nonlinear large rotation dynamics. Moreover, the sloshing behavior in the
fuel tank makes the problem even more intricate.
The objective of this study is to investigate the advantage of ALE method in simulating
fuel sloshing through fuel tank and fuel tank strap movement under proving ground conditions
using the nonlinear large rotation dynamic method with RADIOSS, a commercial code. After the
stress distribution of the fuel tank strap is achieved, a commercial fatigue code, nCode DesignLife,
is used to predict the fatigue life of the fuel tank straps.
In this research, the stress distribution of the fuel tank strap can be predicted with Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian Method (ALE) to simulate fuel sloshing which plays critical role in fuel mass
redistribution and the stress variation with time. A commercial fatigue code, nCode DesignLife, is
used to predict the fatigue life of the fuel tank straps. The analyses have accurately predicted the
crack initiation location and sequence in the fuel tank straps, and show good correlation with test.
The utilization of this method can give design direction to minimize the iteration of lab testing and
expedite the design period.
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